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LANGUAGE AND CONTEXT

ANY living language or dialect and the literature that it creates is an in-

tegral part of the society where the language is spoken. It has a nation-

al context from which one cannot detatch it without shaking its founda-

tion or destroying, if I may say so, its birth certificate. This is true of

Literature in the country where it is born. There is also the curious case

of a foreign language extensively taught outside the area where it is spo-

ken and used for social inter-communication, such as, to mention one '

particular case, Italian and English in Maltese society. These two lan-

guages were the exclusive media of literary self—expression, and, much

as one would like to have had Maltese more extensively used for that

purpose in the past, one cannot now reject Italian or English Literature

created by Maltese authors without cutting off a limb of Malta’s body po-

litic. Mr. G.Cassar Pullicino, our authority on folklore and a historian

in his own right (social history being his specialised line) has devoted

some of his research time to the cultural and linguistic assessment of

Maltese society when Italian was the exclusive language of our culture

precisely because of this reason. My Professor of Italian, the late Dr.

Vincen20 Laurenza, made an extensive contribution to the study of IIta-

lian Literature by Maltese authors and Italian residents in our country

who wrote prose and verse when the Italian language monopolized social

V and cultural prestige. Signor Oreste Ferdinando Tencaioli compiled an

anthology (Poeti Maltesi D’Oggi, 1932) containing selections from the

poetic effusions of Maltese authors who expressed themselves in Italian

rather than in Maltese and also of a few who expressed themselves bi-

lingually, such as our national poet, the late Dun Karm, A.Cuschieri and

C.Mifsud Bonnici. That is a record not to be despised because ityis the

product of our fellow countrymen who lived in a different society from

ours and wrote at a time when Maltese had not yet captured the status

prestige that it now enjoys.

Side by side with the Italian literary heritage, there has been develop-

ing, slowly but steadily; an English literary heritage which, if not as
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voluminous as the Italian one, is certainly worth our attention at least

as a contemporary document of times which seem to be slipping away but

from which we have not yet emerged completely. Though Maltese and

English are both Malta’s official languages, ,in the Government depart-

ments English is used more extensively than Maltese. Though this is an

indifensible practice (or is it policy?) yet it is a fact, and facts produce

good or bad effects. The use of English for literary purposes has a fairly

long tradition and there is still enough uncollected material for the pub-

lication of the English counterpart of Tencajoli’s anthology, namely an

anthology of Maltese poets and men of letters who expressed themselves

in English, amongst whom we find authors with an established name in

Maltese Literature, such as Dr. G.Zammit, whose poetic output is tri-

lingual, the Maltese playwright Mr. F. Ebejer, and a few others. The edi-

tor of this journal has been working on the compilation of such an antho-

logy, but it takes time and everything .is more difficult and time-consum-

ing when there is no co~operation. I,

The use of English for literary purposes, not only in the U.K. but also

throughout the Commonwealth including non-English speaking countries

and some independent African States, has created a vast literary material

which is worth studying both as literature and as a social document.

The editor of this journal gave a talk on Malta’s Current Contribution

10 Commonwealth Literature at a Conference held in the University of

Queensland, Australia in 1968, under the sponsorship of ‘The Association

for Commonwealth Literature and Language Studies’ which concerns .it-

self with 'Literature written in English throughout the Commonwealth.

A step in the right direction has been taken by the Department of Eng-

lish, which .included a course of lectures on Commonwealth literature in

its Honours course divided into two parts, the first of which was taken

by Professor Bernard Hickey, lecturer in Australian and Commonwealth

'Literature .in the University of Venice, and the second by living Maltese '

writers who have used English as one of their media of expression.

There is also a wider field for collaboration in the field of comparative

linguistics and especially a joint study of language interference, inevi-

table in countries where the native language must co-exist with, or suf-

fer the impact of, a world language, which, though not national, .is yet

inevitable as a means of .international communication with the outside

world at large. One just wonders whether this question is of any interest

to the British Council which concerns itself with the diffusion of Eng-

lish throughout the world. Interest in Commonwealth English is a good

exercise in a two-way cultural traffic.
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